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Introduction

The Wyong Areas Coal Joint Venture (WACJV) is seeking to develop the Wallarah 2 Coal Project (W2CP) near Wyong on the Central Coast of New South Wales. Kores Australia Pty Ltd is the majority shareholder and Manager of the WACJV.

Development consent is sought by W2CP for the operation of an underground coal mine producing up to 5 Mtpa of thermal coal for up to 28 years. The Project is comprised of mine entries, an underground longwall mine, a coal handling plant and storage facilities, rail loop, coal loader and other associated underground mining infrastructure. The mine will produce a single thermal coal product to be marketed for export and domestic electricity generation.

The Project has been identified as a mining project as defined in Schedule 1 of State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Developments) 2005. Therefore WACJV is seeking Development Consent under Division 4.1 in Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) for the Project.

In January 2012, the Department of Planning issued the Director General’s Requirements (DGRs) for the environmental assessment of the Project. Included in these DGRs was:

**Traffic & Transport:**

- Including a detailed assessment of the project on the capacity, efficiency and safety of the rail network, having regard to the strategic objectives for passenger and rail freight network (such as the Northern Sydney Freight Corridor project).

- A description of the measures that would be implemented to maintain and/or improve the capacity, efficiency and safety of the road and rail networks in the surrounding area over the life of the project.

RailCorp is the owner and operator of the Main Northern Railway line between the Project site and Broadmeadow. A short section of the track between Broadmeadow and Kooragang Island is on the ARTC managed network.

RailCorp and WACJV have been in discussions on the impact of the project’s additional coal movement on the rail network’s capacity and efficiency since late 2009. It was agreed that the specific issue of the Project impact on the Northern Sydney Freight Corridor (NSFC) project and the overall rail network be further assessed by a rail network modelling study. This modelling was undertaken by RailCorp using the RailCorp modelling system and incorporated the NSFC assumptions and the current network timetable (April 2012).

WACJV worked in close collaboration with RailCorp throughout this period, and with Rail Management Consultants Australia (RMCA) who were commissioned by WACJV for this purpose. This report on the outcomes of the RailCorp modelling has been prepared by RMCA but draws extensively from the RailCorp modelling, assessment and report (Wallarah 2 Coal Project – Operational Analysis for Future Access Requirements into Port of Newcastle by Rail, April 2012).

EMGA Mitchell McLennan provided input into the Daily Train Forecast discussions and opportunistic / interim train movements between Newstan and Port Kembla, the Macquarie Coal Preparation Plant at Teralba and Vales Point and projected Cobbora train movements (EMGA Mitchell McLennan, February 2013). EMGA also provided input into sections of this report dealing with level crossing impacts including closure times and the Draft NSW Freight and Ports Strategy (NSW Government, November 2012).
The ongoing safety of the rail network is determined by the normal operating standards, design protocols and requirements placed by the track operators (RailCorp and ARTC) on any business utilising the network, and as such is not seen as an issue over which WACJV has any impact. WACJV will meet all commitments in relation to safety placed upon it by the track operators.

This analysis of the Project rail system impacts will be included in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be submitted to the Department of Planning & Infrastructure.

**Project Background**

**Ownership**

The WACJV was formed in 1995 in response to invitations by the New South Wales government to submit a tender for the Wyong Coal Development Areas. Coal Operations Australia Limited (COAL), as manager of the WACJV was granted the right to explore the Wyong Coal Development Areas by the NSW Government in October 1995. As a result of a series of mergers/acquisitions, COAL eventually became a BHP Billiton subsidiary.

The interests of BHP Billiton were sold to the Kores Australia Pty Ltd (Kores) in 2005. Kores is the current manager of the Joint Venture. The project was renamed the Wallarah 2 Coal Project (W2CP) in 2006.

The composition of the WACJV is illustrated in Table 1 below:

**Table 1 - Coal Joint Venture Ownership**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Parent Company</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kores Australia Pty Ltd</td>
<td>Korea Resources Corporation</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>82.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Hill Resources Pty Ltd</td>
<td>Sojitz Corporation</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyungdong Australia Pty Ltd</td>
<td>Kyungdong Co Ltd</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK Australia (Wyong) Pty Ltd</td>
<td>SK Corporation</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK Networks Resources Pty Ltd</td>
<td>SK Networks Co Ltd</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Location

The Project is located approximately 70 kilometres south of Newcastle and 80 kilometres north of Sydney near Wyong on the Central Coast of New South Wales. The proposed mine infrastructure is immediately adjacent to the Main Northern Rail Line (Sydney to Newcastle) and the Sydney – Newcastle Freeway (F3 Freeway). The project location is shown in Figure 1.

The two main sites for surface facilities are:

- The Buttonderry (Hue Hue) site west of the freeway, which is the location for the main personnel transport facilities (the downcast shaft man-riding cage), the two ventilation shafts and the main office.

- The Tooheys Road (Bushells Ridge) site east of the freeway which is the location of the drift for transport of materials, coal conveyance to the surface, coal handling facilities and the rail load-out area.

Figure 1 - Mine location map
Mine Operation

The project will involve the extraction of up to 5 million tonnes per annum of export quality thermal coal by underground longwall mining methods.

There will be no coal handling and preparation plant because coal quality is suitable for both the export and local electricity generation markets without the need for additional processing. All coal produced will be railed off site, either to Newcastle for export or to a domestic power station.

The currently proposed mine layout is shown in Figure 2.
Coal Handling / Loading

Final engineering design for the coal handling and loading facilities will be completed during the final feasibility study should the project receive development consent. This design will incorporate any specific conditions of consent and be carried out in consultation with all the involved rail transport stakeholders.

The conceptual design of the proposed facilities for handling, stockpiling and loading the coal at the Tooheys Road site consists of:

- A 4,000 t/h receival system
- A 50,000 tonne raw coal surge stockpile
- A 2,000 t/h raw coal reclaim, crushing and stacking system
- A 2,000 t/h stacker to stack crushed coal on the 250,000 tonne live product stockpile, or on an equal capacity emergency stockpile
- A portal bridge reclaimer that operates at 3,500 t/h
- A 3,500 t/h train loading system including a 250 tonne loading bin.
- A Spur and balloon loop off the main railway line with a capacity for three of the anticipated 3,500 t trains.

The train loader at Tooheys Road is designed to operate 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, and load trains at 3,500 t/h. There is adequate track length to store at least one train before the train loading bin and at least one train after the loading bin. Trains will travel in a clockwise direction around the loop.

The loop will access the Main Northern Line about 2 km south of Wyee station.

Train loading time is planned for less than 90 minutes.

The balloon loop design has planned a 40 kph speed limit except on the final approach to the loading bin where 15 kph is planned.

A general arrangement of the rail loop and coal handling infrastructure is shown in Figure 3.
Rail System Description

The rail system description and the operations analysis was undertaken by the Network Access Division of RailCorp with this report drawing heavily from the RailCorp work and reporting. (Wallarah 2 Coal Project – Operational Analysis for Future Access Requirements into Port of Newcastle by Rail, April 2012).

Background

The development of the Project is expected to coincide with the implementation of the Northern Sydney Freight Corridor (NSFC) Stage 1 project. The NSFC is anticipating a general increase of rail traffic on the rail corridor that shall be shared by the Project’s coal trains.

The NSFC project provides 48 additional interstate one way paths over and above the pre-existing freight paths, including interstate paths. The supporting analyses for Stage 1 took into account the estimates at that time of 13 “south of Newcastle” coal train path cycles.

Transport for NSW (TfN) and the Commonwealth have since negotiated a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for the future interstate freight capacity to be provided by the Stage 1 infrastructure enhancements on that basis.

This latest analysis by RailCorp integrates recent coal industry forecasts, and assessed future changes in train operations and train configurations to meet forecasted coal volumes.

The key elements of these developments are:

- The transition to new more powerful AC traction locomotives replacing existing DC diesel locomotives.
- Plans to operate up to double length trains for new long haul routes as part of the future coal haulages to Central Coast power stations, notably those from the proposed Cobbora Mine. The upgrade of existing mainline junctions at Eraring and Vales Point balloon loop for longer trains to clear sooner.
- An anticipated planning approval of the Project which includes a new balloon loop and rail loader exporting its production through Newcastle. This is expected to increase system throughput up to 5 Mtpa.
- A transition to 30 tonne axle load train operations and adopting homogenous train configurations with those operating already in the Hunter Valley.

The main Hunter Valley coal chain is managed by Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) while the southern rail network from Wyong to Newcastle is almost wholly within RailCorp’s network. A short section between the ARTC/RailCorp interface boundary near Woodville Junction and Kooragang Island branch line junctions near Warabrook is within the ARTC managed network.

The ARTC controlled coal and freight operations between Maitland and the export terminals at Port Waratah, Carrington and on Kooragang Island are supported by a full separation from all local Newcastle passenger services between Newcastle and Telarah. This is achieved by a dedicated set of two tracks east of Maitland called the “Coal Roads”. These tracks have grade separated links at Hanbury and most recently at Sandgate, into the current three export terminals at Port Waratah/Carrington and on Kooragang Island. Passenger trains and non-coal freight operate on the adjoining two tracks, called the “Mains”.

West of Maitland the interaction between coal, freight and passenger trains is minimal with 10 one way passenger trips per day being involved. East of Maitland, on the four separated track section, the daily suburban, regional & Countrylink movements are about 104 one way trips. Up to about 20 non-coal one way freight trips are involved each day.

This operational environment contrasts with the “RailCorp” southern portion of the Hunter Valley coal chain. This network is very much a shared one with a much higher content of passenger traffic and with a wider focus on service reliability, particularly, for those trains whose workings integrate with the Central Coast and Sydney commuter operations.

Increased future coal operations face a much wider more intensive scale of integration with other services which include the following timetabled weekday passenger one way trips:

- Through Kotara (just south of Broadmeadow) the intercity, suburban and Countrylink movements are about 90 trips per day.
- Through Woodville Junction, including local depot and decanting movements there are about 130 trips per day.

Other challenges to future freight operations relate to the physical characteristics of this section of the network and its supporting infrastructure, including the overall smaller loading and unloading coal terminals within the RailCorp network. The following physical characteristics of the southern part of the network have shaped or constrained coal operations:

Having in close proximity a concentration of flat, slow junctions where freight and passenger routes interact. These are at Adamstown, (the southern end of Broadmeadow Yard), Woodville Junction, Islington Junction, Scholey Street and at Kooragang East Junction. These junctions impart the highest impact on through access because of their focal location where passenger and freight movements converge or diverge, and are at their densest. The projected trend to longer trains; including new NSFC 1500m long interstate paths, will impose further pressure in this area. This is because such trains need longer time margins to be clear of conflicting movements.

Poor alignment and slow 20 – 25 kph speeds on the Broadmeadow Up and Down Relief Lines also contribute to the above issues.

Freight overtaking and staging facilities in the Newcastle area are very limited. They presently comprise a 920 m long passing loop at Sulphide Junction and the Up and Down Broadmeadow Yard Relief tracks, which are limited to holding only one 1500m long train in each direction. The use of the latter is usually of short duration and conditional upon not blocking vital access to RailCorp’s suburban passenger fleet depot when staged long trains cannot be advanced for operational reasons.  *(Note: ARTC has proposed providing a new 1500m capacity refuge between Tarro and Hexham to stage southbound (Up) trains as an addition to Stage 1 NSFC works. This will provide supplementary support capacity when completed).*

Broadmeadow Yard’s configuration dates from the early 1980s when the corridor was electrified. It remains suited only to short to medium length train operations. The yard is geographically constrained with very limited scope for redevelopment.

The undulating terrain on the Main Northern Line south of Broadmeadow contributes to significant running time differentials between freight and passenger services. These limit where freight trains can be pathed without causing reliability risks to other services.

Expansions of 30 tonne axle load based operations will also be subject to a 60kph maximum loaded running speeds or even lower, over sensitive structures especially bridges. Such impacts will then further widen running time differentials within the corridor.
All these factors have generally combined to limit the “south of Newcastle” rail system to comparatively smaller coal trains when compared with the rest of the Hunter Coal Chain. In turn, the smaller trains have also been more conducive to fitting in with a more intense passenger operation.

A diagram of the Wyong to Newcastle rail network is shown in Figure 4 below.

![Figure 4 - Main Northern line](image)
Coal Transport Task

Current project planning is that most of the product coal from W2CP will be destined for export markets. The coal quality produced at the mine, especially in the first 25 years, is of higher quality than the relatively high ash, medium energy, low cost coals typically burnt in domestic power stations (transport costs per unit of energy are not such a major cost issue for domestic utilities). The current Project development plans have focussed on this marketing strategy. Due to the proximity of the Vales Point and Eraring Power Stations some coal could also possibly be sold domestically to these utilities as a higher quality blending coal. However this would only occur on an occasional basis and would be subject to the required spare coal train paths being available on the day/days in question. This potential local domestic supply of coal is not therefore included in this assessment.

The maximum requirements for a concentrated rail campaign during peak production based on current standards, were that a total of 6 UP and 6 DOWN train paths should be available per day. This provides for approximately 20,000 tons of coal per day to be shipped from the mine to the port with sufficient total volume to assemble a Cape Size vessel cargo of 120,000 net tonnes over approximately 6 days.

W2CP Coal Transport

The export terminal facility used by the Project at Newcastle is expected to be the proposed new T4 Port Waratah Coal Services (PWCS) terminal. PWCS currently operates on a cargo assembly system in which stockpile space is allocated to a contracted shipper only at the appropriate time before the designated vessel is due to commence loading. This system maximises use of stockpile space and port capacity but places a limitation on the time in which an export cargo can be assembled.

Newcastle Coal Infrastructure Group (NCIG) operates the other terminal facility at Newcastle which utilises a dedicated stockpile arrangement. This system allocates permanent stockpile space for a producer and enables a more regular, less campaign focussed means of coal delivery to the port.

PWCS has not yet confirmed the exact operating methodology for T4 although it is understood the terminal operating processes may facilitate the use of dedicated stockpile access or varying cargo assembly times. If this were to occur, WACJV could rail coal with a largely constant daily schedule resulting in a reduced peak daily transport task.

Based upon a maximum annual production rate of 5 Mtpa annualised for both 320 and 365 days, a consist of 38 wagons x 120t (97t Net) at 98% loading efficiency requires the following average train cycles per day to assemble product coal at the port.

Table 2 - Train Cycles per Day Required (average)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days Annualised</th>
<th>Trains Cycles per Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>4.33 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>3.79 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WACJV may desire more concentrated rail haulage campaigns at times to assemble a full Cape Size vessel cargo of 120,000 net tonnes. Based upon a consist of 38 wagons x 120t (97t Net) at 98% loading efficiency as described above, the following maximum number of train cycles would be required to assemble the cargo load over a period of six days.
Table 3 - Train Cycles per Day Required (maximum)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tonnes Required</th>
<th>Trains Cycles per Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>5.53 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rail System Capacity Assessment

The Railsys software was used by RailCorp for the modelling analysis. Railsys enables the modelling of future network infrastructure scenarios interposed with both currently scheduled and projected trains along with the capability of running existing or future trains. This includes the use of both new rolling stock and changed train configurations. These parameters were adjusted in various modelling scenarios to assess the most appropriate means of meeting the forecast transport task.

Methodology

The study covers the scheduled passenger train operation for the network section between the mine and the port. Additional freight trains were also entered into the timetable as per the freight train schedule, and additional coal movements based on the current understanding of likely peak coal daily haulage were considered. This peak requirement represents the times when all the system operators were running at their maximum required rate (ie cargo assembly rate for the exporting producers) and not their average annualised demand.

Based on likely expectations of coal haulage requirements, the analysis provides for daily 24 total coal cycles comprised as follows in Table 4. The considered cycles represent peak load and are in excess of any foreseeable daily operation which are more likely 4 – 5 cycles per day.

Table 4 - Daily Coal Train Forecast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route Description</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teralba to Newcastle exports (Xstrata)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newstan to Newcastle export (Centennial)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newstan to Port Kembla</td>
<td>Opportunistic Only*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eraring ex Cobbora (Eraring)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vales Point ex Cobbora (Delta)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teralba to Vales Point interim (Pre Cobbora) operations</td>
<td>Interim Only*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex Lithgow &amp; Mt Thorley cross regional</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallarah to Newcastle exports (W2CP)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total trains</strong></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note* See further details of these trains in the discussion below

Additional opportunistic coal train cycles from Newstan Colliery to Port Kembla, and Interim short term cycles of trains from the Macquarie Coal Preparation Plant at Teralba via PWCS infrastructure to the Vales Point Power Station were not included in the analysis. These additional trains will not generally increase the future daily coal train forecast for the line, which is summarised in Table 4, as in the case of Newstan to Port Kembla, the additional train loads will be opportunistic and will only operate when spare train paths are available. In the case of the interim Teralba to Vales Point operations, the additional daily train movements are less than
the predicted future Cobbora daily train movements south of Newcastle that will occur after 2015, and will effectively cease once the replacement Cobbora coal train movements are operating.

In this analysis, the non-coal train operations were based on the passenger services plus the NSFC interstate paths, amended to retain existing schedule “B” and “C” freight paths. Added to these services were the 24 forecast coal train paths cycles that would be required for the 2015 and beyond haul task. These forecast coal paths were based on RailCorp’s understanding of the expected coal demand and operating methodology from 2015,

Three scenarios were investigated but the following coal train consists were common for all three scenarios:

**Teralba** – To continue with the existing 80 x 120t wagon operation with present DC locomotives.

**Newstan** – To operate using the latest consists of new 50PHTH wagons hauled by 3AC locomotives.

**Eraring** – Be serviced by longer Cobbora trains. The adopted consist is 84x120t wagons hauled by 4AC locos. This is considered to be the most likely at this stage. Origin Energy is already looking at options to extend the balloon loop and install a new higher speed mainline junction to accommodate the longer trains.

**Vales Point** – Also be serviced by longer Cobbora trains running as 84x120t wagons hauled by 4AC locos but dividing at the Hexham new staging loop to run as two halves to Vales Point. Each half then returns independently to Port Waratah to amalgamate before returning to Cobbora. (This working has been applied in the modelling). Otherwise Delta would have to relocate its existing mainline junction about 1.45kms toward Newcastle and extend its balloon loop. For a single 84 wagon based receival per day, this work scope was considered not to be justifiable. The changes were instead limited to the existing 25kph junction and internal 10kph being upgraded in situ to 40kph to enable faster main line clearances.

**Cross regional coal trains** – The existing twice daily 45x100t services between the Mt Thorley area and Port Kembla have been retained. A third export service between the Lithgow area mines and Newcastle is continued.

**Case 1**: The current network with no infrastructure enhancement

WACJV consists based upon adopting trains of 46x100t new wagons hauled by 3AC locomotives that are able to run loaded at 80kph – 20kph faster than the equivalent trains with 120t capacity wagons.

**Case 2**: Replicates Case 1 infrastructure and train operations except

Wallarah trains now comprise 38x120t wagon trains hauled by 3AC locomotives but have a 60kph speed restriction.

**Case 3**: Replicates Case 1 train operations except

Wallarah trains now comprise 38x120t wagon trains hauled by 3AC locomotives but have a 60kph speed restriction.

New 1,500m train capacity Up and Down passing loops are built north of Awaba to minimise urban impact, have their main line connections located on the limited available tangent track in the area and still be sited within the most reasonable gradient available in the area.

The Awaba loops were modelled with 1,700m holding length and 75kph turnouts at each end to assist faster entry and exits. The purpose was to enable trains to clear main lines quicker by providing train crews with longer stopping margins.
These margins would also provide a degree of “future proofing” to accommodate future train length increases driven by commercial factors and rail technological developments improving locomotive and wagon design technologies. These factors are already manifesting in this project and will introduce the next wave of restructuring of coal train operations in this corridor by mid decade.

An additional Up signal south of Awaba to improve train headways on the ascent up to Eraring Junction.

The cases can be summarised as follows:

**Case 1**: Existing infrastructure; W2CP trains with 46 x 100t wagons, 80kph

**Case 2**: Existing infrastructure; W2CP trains with 38 x 120t wagons, 60kph

**Case 3**: New Awaba loops, new Awaba Up signal; W2CP trains with 38 x 120t wagons, 60kph

**Assumptions**

An underlying assumption to all modelled scenarios was that ARTC would be able to dispatch and accept each of the shown “south of Newcastle” coal paths, including future W2CP train paths, through Kooragang East Junction at the times shown on the train graphs in Appendix 1. This assumption is significant because it requires that such trains would be dealt with in a timely manner in the ARTC lease area to ensure they presented into the Kooragang Island terminals and also departed those terminals on time, in order to dovetail into their allotted paths across the RailCorp network.

The analysis is also based on timetabled passenger and “background existing freight” services train timetables remaining consistent up to mid-decade and beyond.

It was also assumed for this scenario that WACJV would be adopting a 120t wagon fleet for its coal haulages based on this configuration being able to deliver about similar payloads per trip using 8 fewer wagons per trip to achieve this. This type of operation would also follow the established industry trends in the Hunter Valley toward more 120t based train operations.

**Results**

The modelling with the expansion of coal operations to 24 train cycles superimposed over existing freight and new NSFC interstate paths produces a busy network operation. The study conclusions come from analysis of the train graphs in Appendix 1. Each train graph shows a weekday 24 hour coal train program modelled for each of the examined scenarios.

In the case that all the shown freight paths on these graphs are taken up, the results indicate that network infrastructure enhancements would be required between Wyee and the junction to the Kooragang Branch in the ARTC lease area. The infrastructure enhancements would be required to improve “brittle and unviable” train paths and to deal with reliability constraints when coal and other freight paths converge. This particularly applies at the times where trains converge in a processional fashion through the network “choke points". These “choke points” are the series of slow speed junctions that extend from Broadmeadow Yard south end through to Kooragang East Junction on the ARTC lease area. The analysis assumed a network performance to schedule and a fully reliable, largely incident free coal chain operation. It did not include margins for temporary track speed delays, and for track inspection or other maintenance “white out” periods for movements along the rail corridor by track inspection vehicles. In actual operations each of these factors can affect network performance.

In the analysis, 320 days operation per year is the assumed core scenario for the W2CP coal train operations. This includes the required allowance for the effect of track possessions for maintenance, which are normally 4 weekends (8 days in total) per year. Also, the requirement for train paths per day to be suspended (ie white out periods) for use by track inspection
vehicles on the Sydney to Newcastle section of the rail corridor, is normally one train path per day or less in each direction, which in minimal in the context of the overall combined corridor passenger, coal and other freight train movements each day.

Summary of Project Mine Haulage Options Results

The following five tables specifically cover five scenarios for future Wallarah Mine haulages. The five scenarios represent the described three cases, as well as two sub-scenarios for the cases 1 and 2.

Table 5 - Scenario 1.0 results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1.0</th>
<th>Based on Wyong coal trains running as 46 x 100t gross capacity wagons rated at 80kph speed, loaded, hauled by 3AC 4500HP type locomotives. It has no additional enroute mainline infrastructure such as passing loops.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path Cycles ID</td>
<td>Forward path status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 indicates that only 50% of modelled Wallarah cycles could be considered as reliable. This scenario would not provide an acceptable, long term sustainable reliable transport plan.

A sub option of Scenario 1 was investigated to determine if there was any potential to flex some of the problematic paths in Table 5 to improve their reliability and find new potential coal paths. The outcome of this option is shown in Table 6. Problematic paths were improved with this option and some new path opportunities were identified but these changes eliminated one interstate path each. This option is unlikely to be an acceptable outcome notwithstanding all the “flexed” cycles to varying degrees became viable.

Table 6 - Scenario 1.1 results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1.1</th>
<th>Reworking of Scenario 1.0 to assess how many NSFC interstate paths would need to be affected to improve coal pathing for Wyong Mine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path Cycles ID</td>
<td>Forward path status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scenario 1.1: Reworking of Scenario 1.0 to assess how many NSFC interstate paths would need to be affected to improve coal pathing for Wyong Mine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Cycles ID</th>
<th>Forward path status</th>
<th>Return path status</th>
<th>Modelling outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Wallarah arr. 16:57hrs as a reliable path. It has now 3 return path options. 1st option departs 18:23hrs with narrow headway on PM peak recorded N169 intercity service. Therefore has a reliability risk to commuter service &amp; not likely to be sustained or approved. 2nd option can depart 19:12hrs but it is tight through Warabrook and run amongst recorders. Also a doubtful option. 3rd option departs 19:46hrs on a reliable path but over runs DF72 interstate path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Wallarah arr. 22:10hrs as a reliable path. It has two return options. The first departs at 23:35hrs and has a reliable path but takes out DF85 interstate path. The second return path departs 23:55hrs. It is also rated as reliable &amp; would be the preferred option.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 shows the modelling outcomes for utilising a 38x120t wagon based train operation. This configuration aligns with the general direction that major rail operators are heading toward and one more likely to be adopted by W2CP. This type of consist has a similar payload capacity per trip with fewer wagons than the alternate 46 x 100t wagon consists. However, there is an operational offset as loaded 120t wagons are restricted to 60kph and a 40kph speed over a sensitive bridge between Kotara and Adamstown. In comparison newer 100t wagons can run at 80kph when loaded.

The modelling indicated the cumulative slower loaded running of 120t W2CP trains. The running time losses result in trains being 5 minutes later at Awaba, 8 minutes later at Sulphide Junction, and 9 minutes later through Broadmeadow. These running time losses have a notable impact on path viability, which indicates the sensitivity of the train sequencing on this corridor. Only one of the six cycles was now found to be reliable throughout a 24 hour cycle as shown in Table 7.
**Table 7 - Scenario 2.0 results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 2.0</th>
<th>Path Cycles ID</th>
<th>Forward path status</th>
<th>Return path status</th>
<th>Modelling outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ = feasible path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>? = “brittle”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X = unviable nor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sustainable path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **1**
  - Wallarah arr. 1:24hrs as a reliable path. The now slower return path departing 2:40hrs needs to use Sulphide Loop but has slim margin to avoid delaying DF4 interstate path.

- **2**
  - Wallarah arr. 4:43hrs as reliable path. 1st path depart 6:08hrs but blocks N812 pass.
      - The 2nd path departing 6:34 also now fails. It blocks N115 pass.

- **3**
  - Wallarah arr. 9:16hrs with tight window through Islington Jct. Its return path departing blocks N137 intercity and no longer viable.

- **4**
  - Has two empty path options. 1st path arrives Wallarah at 14:39hrs as a reliable path.
      - The 2nd path arrives Wallarah at 16:58hrs but has risks through Islington and Broadmeadow. It is also “chased” by NT36 XPT service.
      - Only one return path is identified. It is blocked at Teralba Jct and no longer viable.

- **5**
  - Empty path arrives Wallarah 16:57hrs as a reliable path. The first return path option departs 18:23hrs & now blocks PM peak recorded N169 intercity service. No longer viable.
      - Second return option departs Wallarah at 19:12hrs. This later path has risks through Warabrook but also runs amongst PM recorded passenger services. Would be a doubtful option.

- **6**

If additional speed restrictions across sensitive structures were to be identified and applied, the above modelled paths would become even more problematic.
A sub option of Scenario 2, called Scenario 2.1, was developed to investigate and identify a potential for flexing some of the problematic paths in Table 7 to improve their reliability and finding new potential coal paths. Table 8 shows the outcome. Only a few problematic cycles were improved and some new path opportunities were identified. But in essence, each improvement largely required the loss of one NSFC interstate path which almost wholly occurred within the sought after “core demand period” for such trains paths.

**Table 8 - Scenario 2.1 results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 2.1</th>
<th>Reworking of Scenario 2.0 to assess how many NSFC interstate paths would need to be affected to improve coal pathing for Wyong Mine.</th>
<th>Modelling outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path Cycles ID</td>
<td>Forward path status</td>
<td>Return path status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓ ?</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scenario 2.1

Reworking of Scenario 2.0 to assess how many NSFC interstate paths would need to be affected to improve coal pathing for Wyong Mine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path ID</th>
<th>Forward path status</th>
<th>Return path status</th>
<th>Modelling outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Has one empty path arriving Wallarah at 16:57hrs as a reliable path. It still 3 return path options. 1\textsuperscript{st} option departs 18:23hrs but now blocks PM peak recorder N169 intercity service. No longer viable. 2\textsuperscript{nd} option can depart 19:12hrs but it is tight through Warabrook. Also a doubtful option. 3\textsuperscript{rd} option departs 19:46hrs on a reliable path but over runs DF72 interstate path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Wallarah arr. 22:09hrs as a reliable path. It has two return options. The first depart 23:35hrs as a reliable path but takes out DF85 interstate path. The second return path departs 23:55hrs. It is also rated as reliable &amp; would be the preferred option.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This outcome is similar to that for Scenario 1.1, and unlikely to be an acceptable outcome.

The Table 7 and Table 8 results do not provide an acceptable transport outcome for this new mine and suggest an argument for network capacity enhancement by way of additional infrastructure to make the above train paths viable.

The purpose of Scenario 3 was to identify whether initial, modestly scaled new infrastructure works could be applied to resolve the problem locations within the rail network. The infrastructure works would increase operational robustness where loaded coal paths either were risk prone or became unviable due to insufficient headways or the lack of sufficiently wide windows to get across junctions. The resulting train paths are listed in Table 9.

The undulating terrain between Broadmeadow and the Central Coast, the spacing of the various coal terminals within this corridor, and the proximity to urban development were factors all considered in the choice of locating new passing loop sites at Awaba North.

Table 9 - Scenario 3 results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Based on Wyong coal trains running as 38 x 120t gross capacity wagons rated at 60kph speed, loaded, hauled by 3AC 4500HP type locomotives. Includes Up &amp; Down 1500m long train capacity passing loops at Awaba North. Also has an extra Up signal south of Awaba station to improve headways on the grades up to Eraring Junction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path ID</td>
<td>Forward path status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Scenario 3

Based on Wyong coal trains running as 38 x 120t gross capacity wagons rated at 60kph speed, loaded, hauled by 3AC 4500HP type locomotives. Includes Up & Down 1500m long train capacity passing loops at Awaba North. Also has an extra Up signal south of Awaba station to improve headways on the grades up to Eraring Junction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Cycles ID</th>
<th>Forward path status</th>
<th>Return path status</th>
<th>Modelling outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Arrives Wallarah at 03:43hrs depart 6:08hrs as a reliable path. The return path can now depart earlier at 05:07hrs also as a reliable path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1st option empty path arrives 06:42hrs depart 11:47hrs. Path works but runs amongst the AM peak recorders to Sydney &amp; therefore not rated as sustainable. 1st return option departs 08:15hrs. Uses Awaba loop but has insufficient gap between NT33 XPT and DF28 interstate freight. Blocks DF28. This coal path becomes invalid. 2nd empty later path has better margins through Broadmeadow area. It arrives Wallarah at 09:15hrs as a viable path. 2nd return path departs 10:31hrs, uses Awaba loop to overcome previous problems with blocking N137. Now becomes available path with better margins through Broadmeadow. There is a 3rd return option requiring less stand time at Awaba loop. This path departs the loop at 11:30hrs but it has risks through Broadmeadow &amp; Warabrook areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1st option empty path arrives at Wallarah at 10:49hrs but has tight margins in the Wyee area. 1st return option departs 12:27hrs. Uses Awaba loop to create a reliable return path. 2nd empty later path has better margins. It arrives at Wallarah at 14:00hrs as a viable path. 2nd return path departs 15:20hrs and also uses Awaba loop. A 3rd empty path option arrives at Wallarah at 14:44hrs. It also is a reliable path. Its return path departs Wallarah on a better path. It also uses Awaba loop to achieve this reliability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓ = feasible path  ? = “brittle” @risk path  X = unviable nor sustainable path
**Scenario 3**  
Based on Wyong coal trains running as 38 x 120t gross capacity wagons rated at 60kph speed, loaded, hauled by 3AC 4500HP type locomotives. Includes Up & Down 1500m long train capacity passing loops at Awaba North. Also has an extra Up signal south of Awaba station to improve headways on the grades up to Eraring Junction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Cycles ID</th>
<th>Forward path status</th>
<th>Return path status</th>
<th>Modelling outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ = feasible path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X = unviable nor sustainable path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ = feasible path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st option empty path arrives Wallarrah as a viable path at 18:27hrs. Its return path departs 19:45hrs and also uses Awaba loop to create a reliable path. A 2nd empty path option arrives at Wallarah at 20:31hrs. Its return path departs 21:56hrs and is problematic. After brief refuge at Awaba loop has to **over run onto DF80 interstate path** north of Awaba to get its margin past other services into Broadmeadow.

1st option empty path arrives Wallarah as a viable path at 22:10hrs. Its return path departs 23:55hrs and is one of the only two path options which do not rely on Awaba loop to create a reliable return path. A 2nd empty path option arrives at Wallarah at 00:35hrs. Its return path can depart at 01:55hrs. It relies on using Awaba loop for its reliability. Note this second path’s loading time overlaps 1st path cycle’s loading time. Therefore only one of these two paths can operate concurrently.

The outcome is that six (6) return train paths can be comfortably identified between the Project and the Newcastle port facilities following the implementation of the listed infrastructure. The results show that constructing Up and Down new loops north of Awaba provides an overall more robust network operation for all operations on the network. It provides the best outcome of all the evaluated scenarios.

For Up (southbound) trains the analysis found that under an operation in which all trains run to time, a new Up passing loop at Awaba North would be used by two of the three identified 84 wagon Cobbora to Eraring coal train paths.

This analysis also incorporated into the modelling an additional signal installed south of Awaba station to provide closer headways for the climb up to Eraring Junction. It also enabled refuged trains to depart sooner from the passing loop.

For Down (northbound) W2CP trains the analysis similarly showed that eight of the nine loaded reliable return paths would depend upon the new Awaba North Down passing loop to be considered as reliable and deliverable. (There was also a 10th return path option that used the new Awaba loop).
This result was an almost complete opposite of the Table 7 results, which had also been based on the same train consists but with no new infrastructure. The Table 7 results showed only one complete reliable cycle being delivered whereas Table 9 results showed eight (8) pairs of complete reliable cycles being achieved.

Level Crossing Impacts

The modelling also examined the impacts on closure times at the St James Road level crossing at Adamstown and the Clyde Street level crossing at Islington. Combined with figures from the recent Cobbora Environmental Assessment (EMGA Mitchell McLennan September 2012), 432 minutes per 24-hour day (30% of each 24-hour day) in total at St James Road and 463 minutes per day (32% of each day) at Clyde Street have been determined as existing closure times.

Based upon coal production as described in the W2CP Coal Transport section of this report, a theoretical maximum of 6 coal train cycles per day, 6 days a week could be required to assemble coal at the port of Newcastle. However, based on the overall 320 days per year operation for the W2CP coal trains, the average daily train movements will be at a more uniform rate of 4.33 coal train cycles per day on the average day.

Assuming similar future level crossing closure times for the coal trains as were reported in the recent Cobbora Environmental Assessment (EMGA Mitchell McLennan September 2012), which were 7-8 minutes typically in the loaded direction and 5-6 minutes typically in the empty direction, the additional W2CP coal trains will add approximately 56 minutes per day of level crossing closures from the additional project coal train movements. Adding the project trains to the existing closure times will therefore result in a cumulative closure of 488 minutes (34% of each day) and 519 minutes (36% of each day) at the St James Road and Clyde Street level crossings respectively.

The addition of the projected coal train movements from Cobbora using the line after 2015 (it will take several years, commencing from 2015, for the Cobbora project to reach full production) will also add an additional 40 minutes per day at full production, at each level crossing resulting in cumulative total closure times of 528 minutes (37% of each day) and 559 minutes (39% of each day) at the St James Road and Clyde Street level crossings respectively.

It should also be noted that the majority of the six available paths and travelling times are to occur in the evening and very early morning negating impacts associated with peak afternoon and morning vehicular traffic on St James Road and Clyde Street.

The existing level crossing delays at the St James Road and Clyde Street Level Crossings, and any projected future increases as a combined result of the W2CP and the Cobbora project coal train operations are an acknowledged concern of the NSW government’s transport agencies. Detailed proposals are now identified by these agencies for the reduction and mitigation of current and projected future delays to road traffic, in particular at the St James Road level crossing at Adamstown.

In the Draft NSW Freight and Ports Strategy (NSW Government, November 2012), Item T-40 of the recommended works program proposes real time information is installed at the affected level crossings in the Newcastle area. This initiative is to commence at the St James Road level crossing at Adamstown, and will be used to advise motorists on train arrivals and expected road delays and to construct intersection improvements on alternative routes to make them more attractive. More significantly, in the longer term as identified under Item T-9 of the recommended works program, a Newcastle rail bypass corridor will be required. Corridor planning investigations are recommended to be undertaken to identify a corridor for preservation. These works will form part of the Northern Sydney Freight Corridor (NSFC) Stages 2 and 3 works.
Conclusion

The development of the Project is expected to coincide with the implementation of the Northern Sydney Freight Corridor (NSFC) Stage 1 project. The NSFC is being implemented in anticipation of a general increase of rail traffic on the rail corridor that shall be shared by the Project's coal trains. Forecast freight traffic increases on the rail corridor include general freight, interstate freight, coal export freight and domestic coal freight to the Lake Macquarie regional power stations.

The impacts of the project as part of that general increase in rail were therefore calculated to provide both an average and worst case scenario. The average daily cycles required to assemble product coal at the port based upon annualised 320 and 365 day calculations at full production is a maximum of five and four respectively. A worst case scenario may require on rare occasions concentrated rail haulage campaigns of up to six trains per day, six days per week.

Five scenarios were modelled to determine possible future Wallarah Mine haulages. Scenario 3, based on providing a new additional Up signal and Up and Down 1700m passing loops at Awaba, emerged as a suitable option to maintain train programming robustness for these significant expansions in interstate and coal freight as well as Newcastle related port redevelopment.

The following infrastructure enhancements are recommended for consideration in association with the expansion of general coal/freight services and the development of the Project:

The Awaba North area should be investigated for the siting and provision of Up and Down 1,700m long passing loops that are suitable for supporting the projected increase of coal haulage and provide reliability for general network operations including the operation of the 1,500m long interstate services. Such loops would also provide "future proofing" margin to cover technological developments particularly in coal haulage enabling the current shorter train consists to mines such as the Project to be increased in length. These loops should be fitted with 75kph entry and exit turnouts located on tangent track, which is available in the area.

Additional Up signal to be installed as part of the new Awaba passing loops. In this analysis, this new signal was placed at 136.485km, about 750m south of Awaba station. The final location would need to be subject to the outcomes of signal design and on site sighting inspections.

The ongoing implementation of the NSFC project will provide additional freight paths and consequently increase total freight movements on the ARTC and RailCorp networks between Sydney and Newcastle. These extra freight movements will result in impacts on the James Road and Clyde Street level crossings where delays to motorists will increase. This growth in freight movements is an aggregate of increased numbers of interstate freight trains, coal trains from Cobbora supplying domestic power stations and export coal trains to Newcastle port. This growth in demand provides a substantiative base that would justify further assessment of bypass route options to the existing Main North Line through Broadmeadow.
Appendices
Detailed train graphs for the 5 investigated scenarios.
### Graph 1.0

#### S. (Assumes Junction & Balloon Loop Access Speed Upgrades at Eraring & Vales Pt.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Berowra</th>
<th>Cowan Refuge</th>
<th>Caringbah</th>
<th>Eraring</th>
<th>Berowra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Newstan 50PHT wagons** with 3 AC locos, west train = 46PHTH, Eraring 84x120T with 2 AC locos, Vales Pt 42x120T with 2 AC locos, Wyong 46x100T with 3 AC locos (assume 80K loaded max wagons), Port Kembla runs = 45x100T (80K) with 4x82cl locos.
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AL HAULS SUPERIMPOSED OVER STAGE 1 NSFC INTERSTATE PATHS. WYONG RUNS WITH 80K 100T WAGONS. (Assumes Junction & Balloon Loop AccesS)

Consists applied: -Teralba = 80x120T (53 loaded),

Paths, black = potential coal train paths; dashed orange = brittle coal paths; countrylink services = pink, other pass = light bronze.
Dark green = 1500m long freight paths; dashed mid green = A1 path needs GOS loop; dashed grey = A1 paths blocked on selected days by B or C paths; B & C paths = mid brown; purple = steel train C paths; dashed red = blocked 1500m freight & coal
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COAL HAULS SUPERIMPOSED OVER STAGE 1 NSFC INTERSTATE PATHS. WYONG RUN WITH 120T WAGONS. (Assumes Junction & Balloon Loop Access S

\[ \text{Diagram of coal hauls for Stage 1 NSFC Interstate Paths with Wyong run using 120T wagons. Assumptions include Junction \& Balloon Loop Access Speed Upgrades at Eraring.} \]